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THE QUESTION OF THE DIVISION OF COMPETENCES BETWEEN THE EUROPEAN UNION (EU) and its Member States has been a major point of focus of reform proposals for the EU legal order in recent years. The importance of this issue was stressed in the Nice and Laeken Declarations,\(^1\) in the light of seemingly contradictory claims of ‘competence creep’ on the one hand, and criticisms of Union inaction in policy fields in which it has very limited competence on the other hand. Clarifying the delimitation of powers was the subject of much attention in the debate preceding the adoption of the 2004 Constitutional Treaty, abandoned as a result of the French and Dutch referenda of 2005.\(^2\) It contained a number of innovations in this respect, such as the formal abolition of the Pillar structure, the categorization of Union powers, or the use of national parliaments to monitor the application of the principle of subsidiarity. Most of these reforms have been integrated in the Treaty of Lisbon, signed last December, but the future of which is uncertain as a result of its rejection in the Irish referendum of June.\(^3\)

As it now stands,\(^4\) my research project endeavours to analyse the delimitation of powers between the Union and the Member States through the lens of the Article 95EC legal basis.

---

\(^1\) Declarations Adopted by the Nice Intergovernmental Conference, para.23 (5) (Declaration on the future of the Union); and Declaration on the Future of the European Union, Annex to the Laeken European Council Presidency Conclusions, SN 300/1/01 REV 1.


\(^4\) The research originally undertaken was much broader in scope, examining the division of competences between the EU and its Member States, without the framework of the Article 95EC legal basis. One part was to be devoted to the classification of Union powers and the analysis of the legal bases, while the other part would have examined the judicial and political framework enforcing the delimitation of powers (G. de Búrca & B. de Witte, ‘The Delimitation of Powers Between the EU and its Member States’, in Arnell & Wincott (eds.), Accountability and Legitimacy in the European Union (Oxford: OUP, 2002), pp.205-6), as well as the principles of subsidiarity and proportionality.

This article has been written by a student participant of the ‘Legal Research Methodologies in European Union and International Law’ workshop series as detailed in the three Research Notes articles by Hervey et al. (2007, 2008a & 2008b). The article introduces the student’s PhD project and details some of the methodological research issues which the AHRC funded workshops have helped the student to address.

legal basis. It focuses on four major aspects.

**Article 95EC and other policy fields: Use or abuse of Article 95EC?**

**Extension of Community powers through Article 95EC?**

Article 95EC – Article 114TFEU if and when the Treaty of Lisbon enters into force – constitutes a general internal market legal basis. It has been used by the Union legislator to adopt secondary EC legislation that has included both internal market and “non-market” objectives, and arguably even legislation that predominantly concerns “non-market” goals. Article 95EC provides for the adoption of measures for the approximation of laws, having as their object the establishment and functioning of the internal market. However, as De Witte notes, “internal market legislation is always also ‘about something else’.” My research project examines the legislation adopted under Article 95EC in order to determine whether the Union legislator has ‘abused’ this legal basis in adopting secondary legislation with a primary purpose other than its stated internal market objective. It also examines the role of the Court in sanctioning, or failing to sanction any abuse of this provision by the Community legislator. This brings us to the question raised by the kompetenz-kompetenz debate: “whether the Community possesses [and whether it should possess] the autonomy to define the limits of its own competences”.

The use of Article 95EC may affect the delimitation of powers between the Union and its Member States in two distinct ways. “Inner limit” situations arise where the EC legislation could arguably have been adopted under another specific legal basis providing for a different legislative procedure, a different voting method in Council, or a limited form of harmonization. Article 95EC refers to the Article 251EC co-decision procedure (whereby the European Parliament acts as co-legislator and a qualified majority vote (QMV) applies in Council), and so supranationalism is favoured over intergovernmentalism when the EC legislator adopts measures under this legal basis. It should be noted that the occurrence of this type of situation is likely to decrease if and when the Treaty of Lisbon enters into force, as the latter Treaty provides that QMV and the co-decision procedure – to become the ‘ordinary legislative procedure’ (OLP) – will be generalized. “Outer limit” situations arise where, had the Community measure not been adopted under Article 95EC, it would not have been adopted at all, as a result of express exclusions of harmonization in the Treaty: the measure is either validly based on Article 95EC or it is ultra vires.

International relations (IR) theories provide useful tools when analysing the relationship between Article 95EC and other policy fields. Neo-functionalism constitutes a

---

6 Article 95(1)EC.
7 B. de Witte, ‘Non-Market Values in Internal Market Legislation’, above note 5, p.76.
9 The ‘horizontal’ division of powers thus affects the ‘vertical’ division of competences.
11 New Article 16(3)TEU as inserted by the Lisbon Treaty, and Article 294TFEU.
particularly interesting perspective, with its concept of ‘functional spillover’, whereby “if there [is] integration in one sphere it [will …] create pressure for integration in another field”.\textsuperscript{13} Economics is another discipline that constitutes a useful lens, when analysing the case-law on the boundaries of the Article 95EC legal basis, as is exemplified by Tridimas and Tridimas in their “economic efficiency” analysis of the first Tobacco Advertising ruling.\textsuperscript{14}

Another IR theory, multi-level governance – whereby “decision-making competences are shared by actors at different levels rather than monopolized by state executives”\textsuperscript{15} – comes into play when analysing the principles of conferral, proportionality and subsidiarity, and, to a certain extent, when considering the role envisaged by both the Constitutional and Lisbon Treaties for national parliaments in monitoring the application of the principle of subsidiarity.\textsuperscript{16}

**Types of harmonization adopted under Article 95EC**

A second part of this research project examines the types of harmonization adopted under Article 95EC: ‘total’/ ‘full’ harmonization, minimum harmonization, ‘new approach to technical harmonization’, etc. Articles 95(4)-(9)EC provide scope for ‘more stringent national measures’,\textsuperscript{17} and constitute an example of sharing of decision-making power between the supranational and the national levels, and accordingly an example of multi-level governance. Similarly, the ‘new approach to technical harmonization’ can be analysed from either a multi-level governance or a ‘new governance’ approach. This section also examines types of pre-emption applied by the Court and the Community legislator, which are best analysed from a federalist perspective.\textsuperscript{18} Thus, once again IR theories provide an indispensable tool for the analysis of the delimitation of powers between the Union and its Member States.


\textsuperscript{17} Recent cases, like the first Tobacco Advertising ruling, suggest that Article 95EC legislation may not allow ‘stricter national rules’ outside the framework of the Articles 95(4)-(9)EC derogation procedure, in other terms that Article 95EC measures may not include ‘minimum harmonization clauses’. In effect, the 2000 Tobacco Advertising case seems to indicate that, for a measure to be validly adopted under the Article 95EC legal basis, it should include a ‘free movement clause’. See S. Weatherill, ‘Supply of and Demand for Internal Market Regulations: Strategies, Preferences and Interpretation’, above note 5, p.47. See also M. Dougan, ‘Minimum Harmonization and the Internal Market’ (2000) 37 *CMLRev* 853, pp.878-84.

Articles 95(4)-(9)EC derogations

Another aspect of the research undertaken focuses on the derogation procedure in Articles 95(4)-(9)EC, referred to above, whereby Member States can “maintain” or “introduce” national provisions notwithstanding the existence of an Article 95(1)EC harmonization measure. We have noted that this constitutes an instance of multi-level governance, whereby “decision-making competences are ‘shared by actors at different levels’”, the supranational and the national levels.13 The proportionality assessment undertaken by the Commission under Article 95(6) provides a basis for deciding whether the national measures should be authorized, and thus whether the Member State is entitled to share decision-making power with the supranational level.20 However, the strict line adopted by both the Commission and the Court in relation to such Articles 95(4) and (5) derogation requests testifies of the unwillingness of Union institutions to surrender their supranational decision-making powers.21 This is further demonstrated by the Commission’s application of Article 95(5) criteria to Article 95(4) situations – where the Member State wishes to “maintain” existing national provisions rather than “introduce” new ones.22

The relationship between the Community’s ‘deregulatory’ competence and its ‘regulatory’ power under Article 95EC

A final aspect of this research project will consider the relationship between the ‘deregulatory’ provisions of the EC Treaty and the ‘regulatory’ powers under Article 95EC (and 94EC). For example, Knook notes the “cross-pollination effect” between Articles 28EC and 95EC, in other words, “when the ECJ holds a Member State measure prima facie to fall within the scope of Article 28, but justified under Article 30, it allocates the competence to regulate on the subject matter to the Community level – inter alia under Article 95”.23 Once again, this can be analysed as an instance of neo-functionalism, with its logic of ‘functional spillover’.24 This brings us back to the kompetenz-kompetenz debate considered above, that is the issue of “whether the Community [the Court, but also the Community legislator when ‘abusing’ the Article 95EC legal basis] possesses the autonomy to define the limits of its own competences”, and, most importantly, whether it should possess such an autonomy.25

Lawyers are snobbish by nature. Or are they really? It is generally assumed that academics – and not only lawyers, but also political scientists, sociologists, economists, historians, etc – are straight-jacketed by their own disciplines, and by the concepts and methodologies that their discipline entails. The paper by Hunt and Shaw, entitled ‘Fairy Tale of Luxembourg? Reflections on Law and Legal Scholarship in European Integration’,26 tends to demonstrate the contrary, by highlighting the recent evolution of EU legal scholarship away from the traditional positivist approach.27 Not only does


21 Ibid., pp.74-5.

22 Ibid., pp.72 and 74.

23 A. Knook, ‘Guns and Tobacco’, above note 10, pp.374-5. This research project will consider inter alia to what extent the Community legislator has used this opportunity provided by the Court.


27 Ibid., p.8.
EU legal scholarship take its “methodological approaches and theoretical assumptions […] from other sub-disciplines in law”, international law, public and private law, but the sui generis nature of Union law has also led legal academics to consider the EU’s “interactions with national level constitutional orders”, issues of morality, “effectiveness and legitimacy”, political science/international relations theories, such as supranationalism, intergovernmentalism, neofunctionalism and multi-level governance, as well as ‘new governance’ theories. Moreover, the cross-policy nature of EU law forces legal academics into the realms of individual policy fields – such as social policy, public health, environmental protection, or foreign policy (CFSP) –, as well as economics and social science.

Going in the sense of this evolution of legal scholarship, the purpose of the workshop on Legal Research Methodologies in European Union and International Law, held at the University of Sheffield on 27-28th June, was to introduce or re-introduce various cross-disciplinary theoretical and methodological approaches to lawyers, thereby broadening their perspective. Theories allow us to rationalize and challenge our assumptions. In particular, examination of political science theories – which focus on political and societal actors, on “causal mechanisms”, on the “dynamics of political and social change”, on the “linkages and interdependencies between different policy fields and between different actors”, and on the locus of “political loyalties and expectations” – enable legal scholars to take a necessary step back to analyse decision-making in the EU. In a recent article, De Búrca reaches the conclusion that, in the same way that law provides an essential tool to the political scientist, “law is a complex social phenomenon, and an understanding of its place in the process of European integration requires the kind of explanatory theory which political scientists […] have striven to develop and which legal scholarship has rarely seriously addressed”. IR theories therefore constitute an indispensable analytical framework to question the direction taken by the EU.
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